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Abstract

Compound-specific dD measurements can be used for quantitative estimation of source water dD values, a useful tracer for
paleohydrologic changes. Such estimates have quantifiable levels of uncertainty that are often miscalculated, resulting in inac-
curate error reporting in the scientific literature that can impact paleohydrologic interpretations. Here, we summarize the
uncertainties inherent to molecular dD measurements and the quantification of source water dD values, and discuss the
assumptions involved when omitting various sources of uncertainty. Using standard protocols from measurement science,
we derive the equations necessary to quantify these various sources of uncertainty. We show that analytical uncertainty is
usually improperly estimated and that after apparent fractionation between dD values of source water and molecule, normal-
ization of data to the VSMOW scale introduces the largest amount of uncertainty. Lastly, to facilitate systematic error report-
ing we provide an Uncertainty Calculator spreadsheet to conveniently calculate uncertainty in dD measurements.
� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. INTRODUCTION

The hydrogen isotopic composition (dD) of water is a
sensitive tracer for phase changes and can be used to exam-
ine the modern hydrologic cycle. The dD values of organic
molecules preserved in sediments are increasingly used to
investigate past changes in the hydrologic cycle. Because
hydrogen in the organic molecules of most photosynthetic
organisms derives from source water, the dD values of these
molecules reflects that of the lake, stream, soil or ocean
water in which the organism grew (DeNiro and Epstein,
1981; Sauer et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2002; Sachse et al.,
2004; Hou et al., 2008; Feakins and Sessions, 2010; Polissar
and Freeman, 2010; Sachse et al., 2012; Kahmen et al.,
2013a,b). Environmental and biosynthetic isotopic fractio-
nations result in modification of source water hydrogen iso-
topic composition as hydrogen is incorporated into organic
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molecules (Sessions et al., 1999; Kahmen et al., 2013a,b).
The cumulative isotope modification between source water
and molecule is defined as the apparent isotopic fraction-
ation (eapp) and is an observed value that incorporates mul-
tiple, poorly understood fractionation steps. Thus, dD

values of source water and eapp are the fundamental deter-
minants of molecular dD values.

Uncertainty in estimates of source water dD values from
molecular dD measurements stems from (i) uncertainty in
eapp and (ii) analytical uncertainties in the determination
of molecular dD values. There are differing and inconsistent
practices for reporting these uncertainties in the scientific
literature, and the implications of the true uncertainty of
measurements used for paleohydrologic interpretations re-
main underappreciated. Previous authors have discussed
strategies for accurate and precise measurement of com-
pound-specific dD values (Burgoyne and Hayes, 1998; Ses-
sions et al., 2001a,b; Bilke and Mosandl, 2002; Wang and
Sessions, 2008) and a number of authors have investigated
approaches for referencing stable isotope measurements
(Werner and Brand, 2001; Paul et al., 2007; Zhang et al.,
2012). However, there has been no systematic treatment
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of the data reduction and error analysis required for report-
ing and interpreting molecular isotope values. Here we (i)
review the sources of uncertainty inherent to molecular
hydrogen isotope measurement, (ii) derive analytical solu-
tions to facilitate calculation and propagation of these
uncertainties, (iii) make specific recommendations for
reporting uncertainty of dD values for paleohydrologic
reconstructions and (iv) provide an electronic worksheet
to facilitate determination and systematic reporting of
uncertainty (Electronic Annex). Our analysis is based upon
fundamental principles of measurement and statistics but is
specifically tailored for factors relevant to molecular dD

measurements.

2. SOURCES OF UNCERTAINTY

2.1. Analytical uncertainty

Molecular dD values are primarily measured by cou-
pling a gas chromatograph through a pyrolysis reactor to
an isotope ratio mass spectrometer (GC–pyr–irMS)
(Burgoyne and Hayes, 1998). The analyst measures the
2H/1H of an analyte peak in the chromatogram relative
to the 2H/1H of a reference peak measured in the same
chromatogram. The reference peak(s) is usually a pulse of
laboratory H2 (refgas) introduced at the beginning and/or
end of the chromatogram. Less commonly, a reference mol-
ecule is co-injected with the sample and elutes within the
sample chromatogram. In this manner, a dD value is deter-
mined for the analyte on a laboratory-specific reference
scale. If needed, the dD value of the analyte molecule is then
corrected for any hydrogen added to the molecule during
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Fig. 1. The relationship between measured and calculated isotope values a
C30 n-alkanoic acid derivatized as a methyl ester (n-C30 FAME). The dD v
derivatizing sodium phthalate of known isotopic composition to form dim
standards whose isotopic compositions are known. Arrows indicate the v
uncertainty for source H2O calculated from the n-C30 FAME relative to
empirical calibration datasets used to determine eapp for n-alkanoic acids
for n-alkanes (reviewed by Sachse et al., 2012). The VSMOW and Lab isot
�1000&) but scale differently depending on the absolute deuterium/hyd
sample processing (e.g. during replacement of exchangeable
hydrogen in carboxylic acid and alcohol groups by methyl-
ation, silylation or other derivatization reactions). dD val-
ues are then transferred from the laboratory-specific scale
to the internationally agreed upon Vienna Standard
Mean Ocean Water (VSMOW) scale to allow comparison
of dD measurements made on different materials (e.g.
water) and in different laboratories. Normalization to the
VSMOW scale requires dD measurement of the laboratory
reference standard (reference gas or coinjected standard)
relative to a molecular standard of known dD composition.
The reference gas dD value on the VSMOW scale can then
be used to determine the dD value of any analyte on the
VSMOW scale. Results are reported in delta notation:

d ¼ Rsample

RVSMOW
� 1 ð1Þ

where R = 2H/1H, the ratio of deuterium to hydrogen. Be-
cause the range of dD values in natural materials is small
(�0 to �0.3), they are usually reported in 103 units indi-
cated by a & symbol.

Fig. 1 provides a schematic diagram tracing the mea-
sured, known and calculated values that are sources of
uncertainty in dD analysis. Uncertainty in the isotopic com-
position of biosynthetically-sourced hydrogen depends
upon (in order of decreasing magnitude) (i) the uncertainty
of the dD value of the reference H2 on the VSMOW scale
(rrefgas,VSMOW) determined from molecular standards, ii)
the measurement uncertainty of the dD value of the analyte
in a chromatogram (rsample,refgas), and (iii) the uncertainty
of the dD value of any hydrogen added to the molecule
(rCH3,VSMOW). Each of these sources of uncertainty is in
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nd laboratory and VSMOW scales for (A) a C29 n-alkane and (B) a
alue of the methyl group (�CH3) added to the acid is determined by
ethyl phthalate. The calibration standard is a mixture of molecular
ariables needed to calculate a particular isotope value. The smaller
n-C29 alkane probably reflects the limited geographic range of the

(Hou et al., 2007; Chikarishi and Naraoka, 2007) compared to that
opic scales are equivalent in the absence of the heavy isotope (i.e., at
rogen ratio of the reference gas.
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turn comprised of measurement uncertainties stemming
from the analyst’s lab and the reported uncertainties from
standard reference materials (Fig. 1 and Table 1). In all
there are up to five separate, quantifiable uncertainties that
contribute to the uncertainty of molecular dD value and a
sixth (eapp, discussed below) for estimating dD of source
water (Table 1). Typically, only one of these six sources
of uncertainty (internal laboratory precision) is reported
in the literature, overestimating the confidence with which
a dD value is known. The goal of this paper is to provide
the stable isotope community with a systematic approach
for incorporating all sources of error into the final reporting
of a dD value.

The rsample,VSMOW values include the precision of re-
peated measurements of the same material in a given labo-
ratory (rsample,refgas) and the uncertainty in dD value of the
reference hydrogen (rrefgas,VSMOW). Both values are time-
dependent and generally stabilize to a larger value over
days to years of analysis. If the reference is laboratory
hydrogen gas, dDrefgas,VSMOW values should be determined
by measuring molecular reference standards through the
same GC–irMS interface as samples (Werner and Brand,
2001). The dD values of the molecular reference standards
on the VSMOW scale (dDstd,VSMOW) and their uncertainties
rstd,VSMOW are known, having been determined by offline
methods. The rrefgas,VSMOW values include uncertainty
from the measurement of the molecular reference standards
through the GC–irMS (rstd,refgas) and from the offline
methods rstd,VSMOW. Similarly, if a co-injected reference
compound (refcpd) is used in place of a reference gas, then
the rrefcpd,VSMOW value reflects the combined uncertainty of
its dD value (rrefcpd,VSMOW determined by offline methods)
and the measurement uncertainty (rsample,refcpd) of that
molecule by GC–irMS.
Table 1
Description of variables including values and uncertainties used in the ex

Variable Value Uncertainty Represent

Measured

dsample,refgas +53 to + 99 ±2.3 (sp)a Derivatize
dstd,refgas �66 to +199 ±0.5 to 4.0 (s)a Molecular
dMCH3 ;refgas +92 ±3.0 (s) a Derivatize

Calculated

dsample,VSMOW �161 to �125 ±2.5 to 3.0 (SEM) Derivatize
dwax,VSMOW �162 to �125 ±2.4 to 3.0 (SEM) Non-excha
drefgas,VSMOW �203.7 ±2.2 (s)b Laborator
dCH3 ;VSMOW �140.8 ±4.4 (SEM) Hydrogen
dH20 �61 to �18 ±26.4 to 27.6 (s) Inferred so

Known

dstd,VSMOW �254 to �49 ±0.3 to 2.9 (s)a Reported
calibration

dMNa,SMOW �115.0 ±2.0 (s)a Reported
eapp �108.3 ±24.9 (s)b Isotopic fr
fw 0.95 Mole fract

the origina
fnx 0.4 Mole fract

from the o

a The uncertainty statistic used in error propagation is SEM, which is ca
standard deviation (sp) and number of measurements (n).

b The uncertainty statistic used in error propagation is s, the unbiased
The dD value of hydrogen added to samples during
derivatization (dDCH3,VSMOW) is usually determined by
derivatizing a molecule of known dD composition with a
derivatizing agent (e.g., by methylating a sodium salt of a
carboxylic acid that has been measured by offline methods),
measuring the dD value of the resulting molecule
(dDMCH3,VSMOW) by GC–irMS, and determining the
dDCH3,VSMOW value by isotopic mass balance. Uncertainty
in this value (rCH3,VSMOW) depends on the uncertainties
associated with measuring the derivatized molecule by
GC–irMS (rMCH3,refgas) and the offline measurement of
the non-exchangeable hydrogen on this molecule
(rMNa,VSMOW). In cases where the dDCH3

value can be mea-
sured directly (e.g. acetic anhydride for the derivatization of
alcohol groups), the uncertainty is simply that reported
from determination by offline methods.

3. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS FOR ERROR

PROPAGATION

The following section provides an analytical solution for
the dD value of the non-exchangeable hydrogen in a sample
molecule and formulation of an equation to quantify its
uncertainty.

3.1. Analytical solution for data reduction

The D/H ratio of a sample measured relative to labora-
tory reference gas (or co-injected reference molecule) is con-
verted to the VSMOW scale using the D/H ratio of the
reference gas (or molecule) relative to VSMOW.

Rsample

RVSMOW
¼ Rsample

Rrefgas

Rrefgas

RVSMOW
ð2Þ
ample calculations (Section 4.4 and EA-1).

s the isotope composition of: Scale

d sample molecule Lab
standard, needed for drefgas,VSMOW calculation Lab

d standard, needed for dCH3 ;VSMOW calculation Lab

d sample molecule VSMOW
ngeable hydrogen in underivatized sample molecule VSMOW

y reference gas VSMOW
added during derivatization VSMOW
urce water VSMOW

value of molecular standard for reference gas VSMOW

value of non-exchangeable hydrogen in standard VSMOW
actionation between lipid and source water
ion of H in the derivatized sample that is sourced from
l, underivatized sample molecule
ion of H in the derivatized standard that is sourced
riginal, underivatized standard molecule

lculated from the unbiased sample standard deviation (s) or pooled

sample standard deviation (see text for discussion).
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Using Eq. (1), Eq. (2) can be expressed using d notation:

dsample;VSMOW ¼ dsample;refgas þ drefgas;VSMOW þ ðdsample;refgasÞ
� ðdrefgas;VSMOW Þ ð3Þ

The instrument software typically applies Eq. (3)automati-
cally to calculate dD values on the VSMOW scale after dD

values of the reference gas on the VSMOW scale
(drefgas,VSMOW) are supplied by the analyst. The following
relationship is used to calculate laboratory reference gas
dD values on the VSMOW scale (Rrefgas,VSMOW):

Rrefgas

RVSMOW
¼ Rstd

RVSMOW
=

Rstd

Rrefgas
ð4Þ

where Rstd/RVSMOW is the known isotopic composition of
the offline standard on the VSMOW scale and Rstd/Rrefgas

is the measured isotopic composition of this standard rela-
tive to the laboratory reference gas.

This relationship expressed using delta notation is:

drefgas;VSMOW ¼
ðdstd;VSMOW þ 1Þ
ðdstd;refgas þ 1Þ � 1 ð5Þ
3.1.1. Effects of derivatization

Prior to dD measurement, molecules with exchangeable
hydrogen are derivatized to remove the non-exchangeable
hydrogen and to improve gas chromatography. By isotopic
mass balance, the D/H of non-exchangeable hydrogen in a
derivatized molecule is:

Rsample ¼ fRwax þ ð1� f ÞRCH3
ð6Þ

where wax, sample and CH3 refer to the nonexchangeable
hydrogen in the underivatized molecule, all hydrogen in
the derivatized molecule and the derivatization hydrogen,
respectively, and f is the mole fraction of hydrogen in the
derivatized molecule that is from the original underivatized
molecule (f = Nwax/[Nwax + NCH3

]).1 Using the example of
a long-chain n-alkanoic acid (wax) derivatized as a wax es-
ter (sample), and the mole fraction of hydrogen in the deriv-
atized sample from the original underivatized sample
molecule (fw), Eq. (6)can be expressed using d notation
and solved for the isotopic composition of non-exchange-
able hydrogen:

dwax;VSMOW ¼
1

fw
dsample;VSMOW �

1� fw

fw
dCH3 ;VSMOW ð7Þ

The dD value of the added hydrogen ðdCH3
Þ is generally

determined by derivatizing and measuring a molecule with
nonexchangeable hydrogen of known dD composition.
Using the example of a sodium salt of a carboxylic acid
(MNa), its methyl ester derivative (MCH3) and the mole
fraction of hydrogen in the derivatized standard that is
from the underivatized standard molecule (fnx), Eq. (7)can
be recast to solve for the derivatizing hydrogen (CH3) as:
1 The isotope ratios (R) in Eq. (6)are an approximation of the
exact form using fractional abundances: F = 2H/(2H + 1H). This
approximation introduces only minor errors unless the abundance
of D becomes significant relative to H, such as for artificially
enriched samples (Sessions and Hayes, 2005).
dCH3 ;VSMOW ¼
1

1� fnx
dMCH3 ;VSMOW �

fnx

1� fnx
dMNa;VSMOW ð8Þ
3.1.2. General equation for data reduction

Combining Eqs. 3, 7, and 8 yields a general analytical
solution for the isotopic composition of non-exchangeable
hydrogen in a molecule expressed only in terms of variables
either measured in the laboratory ðdsample;refgas; dMCH3 ;refgas;
drefgas;VSMOW Þ or reported from offline analyses
(dMNa,VSMOW):

dwax ¼
1

fw
dsample;refgas þ drefgas;VSMOW þ dsample;refgasdrefgas;VSMOW

� �
� 1� fw

fw

1

1� fnx
ðdMCH3 ;refgas þ drefgas;VSMOW

�

þ dMCH3 ;refgasdrefgas;VSMOW Þ �
fnx

1� fnx
dMNa;VSMOW

�
ð9Þ

Eq. (9)includes a value for drefgas,VSMOW calculated from
laboratory measurements by Eq. (5). Table 1 describes the
variables used in Eq. (9).

3.1.3. Calculating dD of source water

Values of source water dD (dH2O) are related to dD

values of non-exchangeable hydrogen in a molecule
(dwax) through the apparent fractionation factor:

awax�H2O ¼ aapp ¼
dwax þ 1

dH20 þ 1
ð10Þ

often expressed using the notation e = a � 1. Water dD

values are calculated from molecular dD values using:

dH2O ¼
dwax þ 1

eapp þ 1
� 1 ð11Þ

Eqs. 5, 8, 9, and 11 are incorporated into the electronic
spreadsheet (Electronic Annex 1).

3.2. Propagation of uncertainties

Eqs. 5 and 9 together provide for dD calculation of the
non-exchangeable hydrogen in a sample molecule
(dwax,VSMOW) based upon three laboratory measurements
ðdsample;refgas; dMCH3 ;refgas; dstd;refgasÞ and two values determined
by offline methods elsewhere (dMNa,VSMOW, dstd,VSMOW).
Note that we use dwax to refer to the isotope composition
of the non-exchangeable H in a molecule, while dsample

refers to the composition of all hydrogen. For a derivatized
molecule dsample includes hydrogen added from the deriv-
atizing group. Uncertainty in dwax,VSMOW can be deter-
mined by standard methods for the propagation of errors
assuming uncorrelated and normally distributed errors in
the measured and ‘known’ values (Table 1) (Bevington
and Robinson, 2003). Generally, for x = f(a, b. . .), the
uncertainties can be propagated to give the uncertainty in
x assuming normally distributed and uncorrelated uncer-
tainties in a and b, (and ignoring covariance terms which
are negligible here):

r2
x ¼

@x
@a

� �2

r2
a þ

@x
@b

� �2

r2
b þ � � � ð12Þ
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The uncertainty in the dD value of reference gas calculated
from a single molecule using Eq. (5) is:

r2
drefgas;VSMOW

¼ 1

dstd;refgas þ 1

� �2

r2
dstd;VSMOW

þ ðdstd;VSMOW þ 1Þ
�ðdstd;refgas þ 1Þ2

 !2

r2
dstd;refgas

ð13Þ

The uncertainty in the dD value of non-exchangeable
hydrogen of the sample molecule (from Eq. (9)) is:

r2
dwax;VSMOW

¼ @dwax;VSMOW

@dsample;refgas

� �2

r2
dsample;refgas

þ @dwax;VSMOW

@drefgas;VSMOW

� �2

r2
drefgas;VSMOW

þ @dwax;VSMOW

@dMCH3 ;refgas

� �2

r2
dMCH3 ;refgas

þ @dwax;VSMOW

@dMNa;VSMOW

� �2

r2
dMNa;VSMOW

ð14Þ

where

@dwax;VSMOW

@dsample;refgas
¼ 1

fw
ð1þ drefgas;VSMOW Þ ð15Þ

@dwax;VSMOW

@drefgas;VSMOW
¼ 1

fw
ð1þ dsample;refgasÞ �

1� fw

fwð1� fnxÞ
ð1þ dMCH3 ;refgasÞ ð16Þ

@dwax;VSMOW

@dMCH3 ;refgas
¼ � 1� fw

fwð1� fnxÞ
ð1þ drefgas;VSMOW Þ ð17Þ

@dwax;VSMOW

@dMNa;VSMOW
¼ � f nxð1� f wÞ

f wð1� fnxÞ
ð18Þ

and the uncertainty of the reference gas dD value on the
VSMOW scale is given by Eq. (13). The uncertainty in
the reference gas determined by molecular standards, and
sample measurement uncertainty are the two largest sources
of analytical error. The uncertainty due to correction for
derivatization hydrogen is relatively minor (Table 2).

Finally, the uncertainty in source water dD value calcu-
lated from the molecular dD value (Eq. (11)) is:
Table 2
The influence of various sources of uncertainty on the propagated uncer
achieved by eliminating different sources of uncertainty. Note, due to th
reductions do not sum linearly. Calculations are based on the example d

SEMsample,VSMOW

(% uncertainty reduction)

Correct propagated uncertainty 2.6 &

If this uncertainty were zero:

ssample,refgas 2.3 (�12%)
srefgas,VSMOW 1.2 (�53%)
sMCH3 ;refgas 2.6 (0%)
sMNa,VSMOW 2.6 (0%)
s2a 2.6 (0%)
All analytical uncertaintya 0.0 (�100%)

a Includes all measured and known values in Table 1 except eapp.
r2
dH2O
¼ 1

eapp þ 1

� �2

r2
dwax;VSMOW

þ ðdwax;VSMOW þ 1Þ
�ðeapp þ 1Þ2

 !2

r2
eapp

ð19Þ

The uncertainty in eapp is the greatest contributor to recon-
structed water dD values (Table 2). Eqs. 13, 14, and 19 are
incorporated into the Uncertainty Calculator (Electronic
Annex 1).

3.3. Standard deviation or standard error of the mean?

There is much confusion in the scientific literature con-
cerning the use of standard deviation versus standard error
of the mean. Uncertainty in nearly all published lipid dD

measurements is quantified using the standard deviation;
however, the standard error of the mean is the appropriate
statistic. The standard deviation describes the variation of a
set of measurements (e.g. replicates of the same sample) rel-
ative to the sample mean (Taylor, 1997):

sx ¼
P
ðxi � �xÞ2

n� 1
ð20Þ

As the number of measurements increases, the sample stan-
dard deviation, sx approaches the population standard
deviation, rx. The standard deviation also describes the
uncertainty of a single measurement (or realization) drawn
from an underlying population. In contrast, the standard
error of the mean (SEM) describes the uncertainty from
using the sample mean of a set of measurements to estimate
the population mean, and is therefore the appropriate sta-
tistic to quantify the uncertainty in the mean of a set of lipid
dD measurements (Taylor, 1997). This value decreases to-
ward zero as the number of sample measurements increases:

SEM ¼ sxffiffiffi
n
p ð21Þ

where n is the number of measurements used to calculate the
mean ð�xÞ. While the uncertainty of sample dD is best described
by the standard error of the mean, as we will explain below, the
uncertainty of both the reference gas value as determined by
molecular standards and the apparent fractionation factor
are best described by the standard deviation.
tainty. The table reports the hypothetical reduction in uncertainty
e squared terms in the error propagation equation (Eq. (12)) error
ataset (Section 4.4 and EA-1).

SEMwax,VSMOW

(% uncertainty reduction)
sH20;VSMOW

(% uncertainty reduction)

2.6 & 26.8 &

2.2 (�14%) 26.7 (�0.2%)
1.3 (�50%) 26.6 (�0.4%)
2.6 (0%) 26.8 (0%)
2.6 (0%) 26.8 (0%)
2.6 (0%) 2.9 (-89.1%)
0.0 (�100%) 26.6 (�0.6%)
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3.4. VSMOW–VSLAP normalization

Our treatment of data reduction and analytical uncer-
tainty ignores the normalization procedure recommended
to formally realize the VSMOW scale, which is defined by
the dD values of two standards: Vienna Standard Mean
Ocean Water (VSMOW� 0&) and Vienna Standard Light
Antarctic Precipitation (VSLAP � 428&) (Coplen, 1994).
Procedures to calibrate molecular dD measurements origi-
nally included this normalization by analysis of a mixture
of 15 n-alkanes with widely varying isotopic values (Sessions
et al., 2001a,b). However, it was later recognized that mem-
ory effects within the pyrolysis reactor led to a systematic
bias of the laboratory-to-VSMOW scaling factor (Wang
and Sessions, 2008). These memory effects are subtle and
pervasive, and currently limit the ability to accurately apply
the VSLAP normalization procedure. However, the lack of
VSMOW–VSLAP normalization is generally of minor
importance because typical samples and standard analytes
span only a limited range of dD values, and the dD value
of the commonly used molecular standards for laboratory
reference gas calibration are determined offline with the
VSLAP normalization procedure. Future analytical efforts
are required to control or eliminate this memory effect and
allow VSLAP normalization (c.f. Wang et al., 2009).

4. QUANTIFYING UNCERTAINTY

4.1. Uncertainty in the dD value of laboratory reference gas

Typically, the laboratory reference gas is calibrated with
a reference standard composed of a mixture of many
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
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Fig. 2. Determining the reference gas dD value and its uncertainty. (A
individual standard molecules in mixtures F8 and Mix A (12 injections of
mean for each of the 23 molecules, calculated using Eqs. (13) and (20). T
value of the reference gas. (B) A histogram showing the frequency distribu
reference gas value. The black curve is the theoretical distribution expecte
reference gas within the uncertainty calculated as the error bars in panel
the mean values is 0.93 & (black curve) while the actual standard deviati
deviation of the means (i.e., the full dispersion of mean values rather than
reference gas.
different molecules. Theoretically, the reference gas values
determined from each molecule in the mixture should be
identical within measurement uncertainty. However, in
practice this is not usually the case. Instead, the differences
in reference gas dD values determined from the means of
different reference molecules are larger than the standard
error of the mean of any individual reference molecule
(Fig. 2). Therefore, reference gas uncertainty calculated
from any individual reference molecule (Eq. (13)) underes-
timates the true uncertainty in realizing the VSMOW scale.
The larger than expected differences are likely due to mem-
ory effects in the pyrolysis reactor (Wang and Sessions,
2008) and other poorly constrained processes that evolve
during a GC analysis. There is no a priori reason to assume
that any individual standard molecule in a mixture better
reflects the behavior of a sample molecule; therefore, all
available standard molecules should be used to estimate
the dDrefgas,VSMOW value, and the uncertainty thereof (rref-

gas,VSMOW) is not properly described by the standard error
of the mean.

Based upon these considerations we recommend the fol-
lowing for determination of the laboratory reference gas
(Fig. 2):

1. Measure multiple molecular standards.
2. Define the laboratory reference gas value as the mean of

the mean values determined from the different standard
molecules.

3. Use the standard deviation of the means of the reference
gas values determined from the different standard mole-
cules to decide which of the following approaches to use
to quantify the uncertainty in the reference gas:
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

x A

Count

(B) s
theoretical

 = 0.93
s
data

 = 2.17

0 2 4 6 8 10

) 23 independent mean values of dDrefgas,VSMOW determined using
F8 and 7 of Mix A). The error bars show ± 1 standard error of the

he horizontal line is the mean of these values and is assigned as the
tion of the 23 mean values in 1& bins centered around the assigned
d if each of the 23 molecules returned identical mean values for the

A. In the example shown here, the theoretical standard deviation of
on of the means is 2.17 & (1r, gray bars). In this case the standard
the standard error) should be used to quantify the uncertainty in the
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Case 1. If the standard deviation of the means of the ref-
erence gas values is less than the analytical uncertainty
calculated with Eq. (13) (Fig. 3A), determine the SEM

of the means (Eq. (20)) using the standard deviation
and n equal to the number of molecules in the standard
mixture(s).
Case 2. If the standard deviation of the means of the
reference gas values is greater than the analytical uncer-
tainty calculated with Eq. (13) (Fig. 3B), use the stan-
dard deviation of the means as the reference gas
uncertainty.

The supplemental Uncertainty Calculator (Electronic
Annex 1) includes both calculations and enables the user to
easily determine whether their data fall into Case 1 or Case 2.

4.2. Uncertainty of replicate measurements

The analytical uncertainty of molecular dD measure-
ments is often reported for a sample based upon the disper-
sion of replicate measurements on that sample (e.g., a
sample is measured three times and the standard deviation
of the three values is used to quantify the sample uncer-
tainty). However, this is approach is inaccurate for the
following three reasons:

1. When the number of replicates is small, the sample

standard deviation is a biased and poor predictor of the pop-

ulation standard deviation. Estimates of the standard devia-
tion based on small values of n (e.g. 2 6 n 6 10) contain
large uncertainties. This effect is illustrated in Fig. 4, which
shows the sampling distribution of the sample standard
deviation (s) as a function of sample size (n). The standard
deviation of two replicate measurements is often reported in
the literature as the measurement uncertainty. However,
when n = 2 the sample standard deviation systematically
underestimates the population standard deviation and the
uncertainty in the standard deviation is extremely large
(the 95% confidence interval ranges from 2% to 224% of
the true standard deviation, Fig. 4B). Slightly larger
numbers of replicates only offer modest improvement: the
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Fig. 3. Theoretical distributions for determining the uncertainty of the r
standard deviation of the reference gas values determined from differen
standard deviation (black curve; stheoretical) determined using Eq. (13). The
in the reference gas with n equal to the number of standard molecules (in
standard deviation of the reference gas values is greater than the theoreti
values determined from different standard molecules should be used to q
95% confidence interval for n = 10 ranges from 55% to
146% of the true standard deviation (Fig. 4C). Thus, for
small n the standard deviation for any particular replicated
sample can dramatically underestimate or overestimate the
true measurement uncertainty for that sample and on aver-
age will be less than the true analytical uncertainty.

We recommend determining the analytical uncertainty
from (1) the pooled long-term standard deviations of mea-
sured laboratory standards and/or (2) pooled standard
deviations from replicate measurements on many samples.
With either method, each standard deviation should be cor-
rected for bias due to sample size prior to calculating the
pooled standard deviation:

sunbiased ¼
s

cðnÞ ð22Þ

The sample standard deviation s is divided by a bias correc-
tion factor c that is a function of the number of replicates, n

(Holtzman, 1950):

cðnÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2

n� 1

r
C n

2

	 

C n�1

2

	 
 ð23Þ

where C is the gamma function. The bias-corrected stan-
dard deviations from either approach can be pooled by cal-
culating a weighted mean:

sp ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiP
ðni � 1Þs2

iP
ðni � 1Þ

s
ð24Þ

Both of these approaches can increase n significantly to bet-
ter estimate the population standard deviation, and thus
provide a better estimate of analytical uncertainty
(Fig. 4). The standard error of each sample mean due to
analytical uncertainty is then calculated from the pooled
standard deviation and n using Eq. (20). Fig. 5 shows this
approach applied to an example dataset. Both the bias cor-
rection and pooling of standard deviations are incorporated
into the Uncertainty Calculator (EA-1).

2. The sample standard deviation often systematically

underestimates the uncertainty unless replicates are measured

over widely spaced time intervals. The magnitude of
Count

(B) Case 2 s
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s
data

 = 2.0
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eference gas value from a mixture of molecular standards. (A) The
t standard molecules (histogram; sdata) is equal to the theoretical
standard error of the mean should be used to quantify uncertainty

this example, n = 23 and rrefgas;VSMOW ¼ 1:0=
ffiffiffiffiffi
23
p

¼ 0:21&. (B) The
cal standard deviation. The standard deviation of the reference gas
uantify uncertainty in the reference gas (rrefgas,VSMOW = 2.0&).
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analytical uncertainty increases with time between measure-
ments. Thus, precision improves for replicates closely
spaced in time (Werner and Brand, 2001). This effect can
be substantial with molecular dD measurements: back-to-
back injections of the same sample may differ by less than
1& while injections several weeks apart may differ by 2–
4&. Therefore, a better metric for measurement uncertainty
is the long-term (weeks to years) precision of replicates.

3. The sample standard deviation ignores the uncertainty

in the dD value of the reference gas hydrogen needed for nor-

malization to the VSMOW scale (rrefgas,VSMOW). This
important and quantifiable source of uncertainty is ignored
in the vast majority of reported molecular dD values. The
problem is easily remedied by including this uncertainty
in the manner described above.

4.3. Quantitative comparisons of molecular dD values

Usually, the goal of comparing molecular dD values is to
infer changes in the dD composition of source water. This
s re
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Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of standard deviation values from
replicate measurements on samples of C30 n-alkanoic acids
derivatized as a methyl esters (n-C30 FAMES) from the example
dataset (data in EA-1). Standard deviations are corrected for bias
from small n (Eqs. (22) and (23)) and are pooled by calculating a
weighted mean (Eq. (24)).
requires assumptions concerning the apparent fractionation
(eapp) between source water and molecular dD values. At
present, eapp is based on finite observations of isotopic frac-
tionation between source water and molecules, and is the
end result of an unknown number of poorly understood
fractionation steps, including those related to evaporative
enrichment of soil water and leaf water and molecular bio-
synthesis. Published data reveal a large range of eapp

among, as well as within, plant functional types (reviewed
by McInerney et al., 2011; Sachse et al., 2012). It is unclear
how much of the observed variability is a result of environ-
mental or climatic controls on eapp, inherent biological var-
iability, or data quality. Therefore, existing eapp values
come from empirical observations with quantifiable uncer-
tainties that should be considered and discussed when using
these empirical relationships to quantify source water dD,
or relative changes therein. Even if source water is not being

explicitly quantified, interpreting differences among molecu-

lar dD values requires assumptions concerning the apparent

fractionation factor and obliges the researcher to discuss its

value and uncertainty.
How uncertainty in the eapp value is quantified depends

upon the source of variability in the eapp calibration data-
sets. One interpretation is that there is a very narrow ‘true’
range for eapp and the calibration variability primarily re-
flects uncertainty in the data quality (e.g. source water dD

value and timing of plant growth). In this interpretation,
the mean value of the eapp calibrations is the best estimate
for the ‘true’ value of eapp and the uncertainty is given by
the standard error of the mean. A second interpretation is
that there are different values for eapp and the calibration
variability reflects differences in eapp across plant types, eco-
systems and climate gradients. Following this interpretation
the mean value of the eapp calibrations is still the appropri-
ate estimate for eapp but the uncertainty is given by the stan-
dard deviation of the calibration data. The difference arises
because in the second case there is no reason to assume that
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the mean eapp value provides the best estimate for a partic-
ular sample or site.

Existing eapp calibration data support the second interpre-
tation. Differences in eapp are observed between plant func-
tional types, ecosystems, photosystems, and across climate
gradients. Therefore, it is likely that the variability of eapp

within groups (e.g. broad plant-functional types or ecosys-
tems, Chikaraishi and Naraoka, 2007; Hou et al., 2007;
Polissar and Freeman, 2010; McInerney et al., 2011; Sachse
et al., 2012) reflects further differences that could be revealed
with narrower groupings. Therefore the standard deviation
of existing eapp calibrations should be used to discuss and
interpret the uncertainty in source water dD estimates.

4.4. Example calculation

The following example illustrates the approach to prop-
erly quantify uncertainty in reported molecular dD values.
All calculations and results are based upon measurements
of molecular standards (Mix A and F8, from Arnt Schim-
melmann, Indiana Univ.), and C30 n-alkanoic acid samples
derivatized as methyl esters (n-C30 FAME; data provided in
EA-1). The isotopic composition of the methyl group was
determined by derivatizing phthalic acid to dimethyl
phthalate and comparing its dD value to that reported for
sodium phthalate prepared from the same phthalic acid.

First, determine the reference gas value on the VSMOW
scale from multiple GC-irMS measurements of isotope stan-
dards and their known dD values (measured offline). For
both the reported reference standard values and the measured

reference standard values on the laboratory scale, the Uncer-
tainty Calculator spreadsheet takes as inputs the mean, stan-
dard deviation and number of replicate measurements (n)
and calculates the unbiased standard deviation and the stan-
dard error of the mean (SEM). For each standard molecule,
the spreadsheet then calculates the dD value and SEM of lab-
oratory reference gas on the VSMOW scale. Finally, the
spreadsheet calculates the mean of all SEM values as the
“theoretical uncertainty” and the standard deviation of refer-
ence gas dD values from each peak as the “data uncertainty.”
The analyst compares these two values to determine whether
Case 1 or Case 2 applies (see Section 4.1). In this example, the
calculation results in a reference gas value of �203.7 ± 2.2
(1s) & VSMOW (Fig. 2). The uncertainty reflects Case 2 be-
cause the reference gas values determined from each individ-
ual reference molecule are statistically different from one
another (i.e., the standard deviation of their means, 2.17&,
is greater than the theoretical analytical uncertainty,
0.93&, calculated with Eq. (13)).

Second, determine the analytical uncertainty of GC–
irMS measurements by pooling the standard deviations
for all the samples that have replicate measurements. For
each sample, the analyst calculates the mean, standard devi-
ation and n for the molecule(s) of interest. The spreadsheet
uses these as inputs to calculate the unbiased standard
deviation for each molecule and sample, and then deter-
mines the pooled analytical standard deviation from the
(n � 1)-weighted average of the unbiased standard devia-
tions (sp; Eq. (24)). This pooled value is used by the spread-
sheet for subsequent error propagation. For the example
dataset, the calculated analytical standard deviation (sp) is
2.3 &, and its relationship to the distribution of unbiased
standard deviations for all n-C30 FAME samples in the
dataset is shown in Fig. 5.

Last, determine the dD value and uncertainty of a sam-
ple on the VSMOW scale and the dD value and uncertainty
of source water inferred from the sample. The spreadsheet
uses the following inputs:

1. The mean dD value for each sample, the pooled analyt-
ical standard deviation (sp), and number of replicate
measurements of each sample (n), all of which have been
determined in previous steps.

2. The mean dD value and uncertainty (standard deviation)
of the reference gas, determined in a previous step.

3. The mean dD value and SEM of the phthalic acid methyl
ester (PAME). The SEM needs to be provided by the
analyst, and can be determined exclusively from multiple
measurements of the PAME, or by dividing sp (as deter-
mined previously) by the square root of the number of
PAME measurements (Eq. (21)).

4. The mean and SEM of sodium phthalate, determined
from offline measurements and entered in the spread-
sheet by the analyst.

5. The mole fraction of H in the sample molecule (fw) and
in the sodium phthalate (fnx) that was not added by the
derivatizing reagent, calculated by the analyst. For n-C30

FAME, fw = (2 � 30 - 1)/(2 � 30 + 2) and for dimethyl
phthalate, fnx = (4)/(4 + 6).

6. The apparent fractionation (eapp) and standard deviation
determined from empirical studies and supplied to the
spreadsheet by the analyst.

The spreadsheet calculates the SEM of (1) the sample
molecule, n-C30 FAME, (2) the phthalic acid dimethyl ester,
and (3) the reported value of sodium phthalate. The spread-
sheet then calculates the dD value and SEM of the non-
exchangeable hydrogen in the sample molecule on the
VSMOW scale from Eqs. (9) and (14). After error propaga-
tion, the dD value and uncertainty of the non-exchangeable
hydrogen in the n-C30 FAME (Sample 1 of Example 5 in
EA-1) is -148.2 ± 3.0& VSMOW (±1SEM). After incorpo-
rating the value and uncertainty of eapp (�108.3 ± 24.9&,
±1s), the empirical relationship between the dD value of
source water and C30 n-alkanoic acid, the inferred source
water dD value is �44.7 ± 26.9& VSMOW (±1s).

This example illustrates the relative importance of indi-
vidual sources of uncertainty on the final propagated uncer-
tainty. The reference gas uncertainty is the largest
contributor to both rsample,VSMOW and rwax,VSMOW,
followed by the analytical measurement uncertainty of a
sample (Table 2). Both of these sources are only minor
contributors to the uncertainty in inferred source water
isotopic composition ðrH20;VSMOW Þ, which is dominated by
uncertainty in eapp (Table 2).

4.5. Application to molecular d13C measurements

The data reduction and error propagation strategy out-
lined here is directly applicable to reporting d13C values
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from GC–irMS measurement. The only practical changes
are that the mole fractions fw and fnx must refer to carbon
rather than hydrogen atoms, and the apparent fraction-
ation factor (eapp) is not applicable. The value eapp is re-
placed by the photosynthetic fractionation (ep) or some
other precursor/product relationship with an empirically
determined value and an uncertainty that is propagated in
the same manner as that for eapp.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We describe a method for error analysis and reporting
for molecular dD measurement that is based upon funda-
mental principles of measurement science. Our analysis
and discussion demonstrates that analytical uncertainty
is usually improperly estimated and that the importance
of uncertainty in apparent fractionation (eapp) between
dD values of source water and molecule (the largest single
contribution to source water dD uncertainty) is underap-
preciated. Future studies that reduce uncertainty in eapp

could have a large impact on reducing overall uncertainty
in molecular dD-based paleohydrologic reconstructions.

Specific recommendations for quantifying and reporting
uncertainty are:

1. Quantify uncertainty in primary measurements. dD mea-
surement (made relative to a laboratory reference gas
or co-injected reference molecule) of two or three ana-
lytes is needed to calculate the dD value of any sample
molecule on the VSMOW scale. The analytes are: i)
sample molecule, ii) molecular standard(s) of known
dD value (used to determine the laboratory reference
gas on the VSMOW scale), and, if necessary iii) deriva-
tized molecule of known dD value (used to determine
dD of hydrogen added during derivatization). An
appropriate estimate of the uncertainty in each of these
measurements is required to quantify the uncertainty in
the dD value of a sample molecule on the VSMOW
scale.

2. Report the uncertainty in primary measurements and cal-

culated values. All primary measurements should be
reported along with an estimate of the uncertainty in
the measurement and the basis for this estimate. Uncer-
tainties should be propagated and reported for all cal-
culated d values using the methods detailed in this
paper.

3. Determine measurement uncertainty from many repli-

cates. Sample standard deviation determined from an
insufficient number of replicate measurements (e.g.,
n < 10–15) provides a poor estimate of the population
standard deviation, leading to large uncertainty of the
sample standard deviation and standard error of the
mean, and systematic underestimation of the measure-
ment uncertainty. A more accurate estimate of measure-
ment uncertainty is provided by the long-term standard
deviation of laboratory standards or the pooled standard
deviation of sample replicates (corrected for small n bias
as described in the text) of all available samples. Stan-
dard errors of the mean for individual samples can then
be calculated from these values.
4. Explicitly address the treatment of apparent fractionation

between lipid and source water. The dD value of a biosyn-
thesized molecule is fundamentally determined by the dD

value of the hydrogen source and the isotopic fractiona-
tions that occur during the transfer of this hydrogen to
the molecule. These fractionation steps and their magni-
tudes, variability and controls are poorly understood;
furthermore, their combined impact (apparent fraction-
ation, eapp) is the largest source of uncertainty when esti-
mating source water dD values. At present, uncertainty
in eapp values for broad groupings of plant functional
types and photosystems is best described by the standard
deviation of the calibration data not the standard error
of the mean. When making paleohydrologic interpreta-
tions based on the differences in molecular (or estimated
source water) dD values among different samples, it is
important to acknowledge the assumptions concerning
eapp (e.g. if eapp is assumed to remain constant through
time). These assumptions should be discussed even if
source water dD values are not explicitly quantified.
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